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About This Content

Foster and Skully's alter-egos take center stage here, all lit up in neon!

DJ Skully makes a new appearance as DJ Voltage, sporting a blinding neon-blue skin!

Mr Foster joins the party as Mr Magma, in a blazing red suit!

Both characters come with their own particle effects - in neon, naturally!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista

Processor: 1.2 GHZ or Equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 64 MB DX9 Compliant

Hard Drive: 2 GB free hard drive space

Sound: DX 8.1 Compatible Audio

English,French,Italian,German,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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Puzzle Quest\u7684\u6251\u514b\u724c\u7248. This doesen't work; tried every trick in the book (ran as admin, modifed
GameLauncher.bat and everything!) and still didn't work

AVOID AT ALL COSTS. This game is just insane. Insanely good.

First of all, I got this for 20$. I think it was worth it. You might be like, \u201cdOoD. DiS iS 20 bUcK$. dood. itZ jUsT
$TiCKm3n wAlKiNG aRounD. lool. suX, dood.\u201d Well, you may not have played it. This is from my opinion. And I think
it\u2019s really fun. Especially the combat zones. Like the lab and the freaking insanely hard new abandoned warehouse. And if
you are thinking about roasting me in the comments, don\u2019t. Buy this game for yourself and see how good it actually is. I
play this game for hours. It\u2019s so addicting!!!. A fun, roguelike game where you play as a bunny who ventures the
dangerous dungeon.
Reasons Equin is worth playing:
All of the class options have their perks; able to equip certain items, more Exp, different stats. I personally like the thief and the
warrior, but all of the options are worth checking out and playing through with. Warriors are strong and have ♥♥♥♥♥♥ magic
defense, and as expected, he can equip any armour and can use two-handed weapons. Thiefs have awesome skills like poison,
and a high rate for unlocking chests. Warriors are pretty weak but have decent spells(that don't miss), so use this one if you want
a challenge. The cleric is useful for learning skills capable of vanquishing the undead. And as for the unlockable class... well,
you'll have to play and find out for yourself!

 There are a LOT of items in this game, and since the game is generated randomly each round, chances are you will always be
finding new stuff that you haven't seen before. It goes without saying that some finds are better than others. I would advise that
you read the description before consuming/equipping your item, as there are dangerous and cursed items as well. There are
shops and cultist dens available if you've got money, or in the latter, if you're willing to sacrifice some of your health for a cool
sword.

Depending on the day, you might get special bonuses. Holidays especially.
The gameplay itself is well done, and the combat style is turn-based. There is more to Equin than you might realize at first.
There are hidden rooms, level events that alter how you play(indoor rain, time bomb, monster infestation, etc.) and the different
lantern phases. For example, a yellow lantern clears your hit streak bonuse.
 I enjoy playing Equin: The Lantern and recommend it!. Great game! Like UNO...only it's fun and UNO sucks.. As a botanist
and a gamer, Reach for the Sun makes me feel both sad and embarassed. It's not a fun game; it's not a good learning tool; and
the lessons that it does teach are often wrong. Yet, somehow, this game has won multiple awards, and the fact of those awards
really does make me sad. To give this game an award is to suggest that this is the best we can do. That suggestion is disrespectful
to science, because science has huge potential for fun (e.g. Kerbal Space Program). It's also disrespectful to gamers, and to our
proven ability to create great games.

The most obvious problem is that the gameplay is all about clicking - even in strategy mode, it's all about the clicking.

A much bigger problem is that, as a player, you have very little agency. You can't just grow your plant in whatever way you like.
Instead, each plant has a predetermined fully-grown shape, a shape that was fixed by the developers at compile time. When you
add new parts to a plant, you're really just unlocking bits of that predetermined shape. This means that the game is much more
about memorization than it is about botany or tactics. To be successful, you need to learn the shape of the fully-grown plant, and
then figure out the series of choices that will allow you to most quickly unlock all of the parts of your plant.

As a botanist, I teach that plants must adapt themselves to their environment by making choices about how they will grow. If a
seed lands in an unfortunate place, it can't simply pick itself up and go somewhere else, but must instead grow where it lies. For
example, a bush on a rocky cliff may grow short and squat to protect itself from cold and wind; while a bush in a shady glade
may grow tall and slim to try and reach above its neighbors, and grab a bigger share of sunlight. Thus, the idea that each species
of plant has a fixed shape (an idea implicitly taught by this game) is false and misleading.

Another big flaw in the game is the lack of differentiation among species. While there are several different species in this game,
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from a gameplay standpoint, they're pretty much the same. As a gamer, I find this boring. As a botanist, I find it offensive. The
joy and beauty in life and biology come from from the huge variety of shapes, colors, and behaviors that are present in nature.
To teach otherwise, as this game does, is a terrible lie.

If you're looking for a bit of variety in your procrastination, something to give you a break from Peggle or Candy Crush, then
you may find a bit of enjoyment in this game. If you're looking for something with replay value or educational value, you should
look elsewhere.. Passed with friend 3 levels only - it was interesting but both of us are sick (when you drive+shoot - it's not bad,
but if you drive only - it's awfull). This is an excellent game. I started to play it when it was still getting most of the bugs worked
out. It was frustrating at times due to the learning curve and it does tend to punish the player for growing their village too fast.
But for the most part it is a great game. On top of the good and rewarding game play, it was nice to know that the developer is
very active in the discussion boards for the game. When ever I had run into a bug or mechanic that I did not quite understand or
did not seem to work right, he was quick in posting a response to help figure out the issue or help. All in all it is a great game all
around. I would recommend that if you like games that offer a good challenge and is a little off the beaten path, then grab this
one and give it a good try.. A very simple and clean game. Perfect for anyone, who loves small strategy games
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It has rabbits and you can hit things with swords. What else do you need?. I'm surprised at how much I enjoyed this, especially
the drill instructor training mode portion. I might edit this review if I find that there's more I want to say.. One of those
achievement hunting games that DOESN'T have spams. 9/10. Probably got game of the year like 24.5 years in a row or
something. Game is actually very good. (Front Mission Evolved - Last Stand Mode)

Last Stand modes are pretty interesting and I think this one is decently well set up... except that it relies on your multiplayer rank
to determine what parts you can use, and gives you no points towards it. With ranked multiplayer being super dead (and
basically dead on arrival, as well), the Last Stand mode is unfortunately basically unplayable, which is a real shame.
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